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Abstr 1act— This paper presents an advanced three-phase fourwire interlinking microgrid system with improved harmonics
reduction feature. Due to the robustness and simplicity features, the
time-domain second-order notch-filter equivalent techniques have
drawn a great deal of research attention. However, the drawbacks
of non-satisfactory harmonics rejection characteristics and dynamic
response limit their applications. In this context, this paper proposes
an advanced control system with an enhanced harmonics reduction
feature for a microgrid application. The proposed control system
exhibits superior harmonics reduction feature and better dynamic
response than the conventional notch-filter based techniques. In
addition, a control scheme is developed for a three-phase power
system application which presents higher accuracy in compensating
both balanced and unbalanced harmonics. The performance of the
proposed system is validated through simulations and tested on the
hardware of a real microgrid system. From the results, it is evident
that the proposed scheme provides excellent performance in terms
of harmonics reduction in microgrid systems.
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INTRODUCTION

A. Motivation and Incitement
he microgrid concept is proposed as a solution to integrate
distributed energy resources into the utility grid and
overcome their intermittency, and variable outputs drawbacks [1].
Among the various aspects of microgrids, improving power
quality, especially harmonics, has drawn a great deal of attention
[2].
Basically, there are two primary harmonic sources in the power
grids, including power electronic devices and non-linear loads [3].
The power electronic devices are widely used for applications
such as rectifiers, inverters, static compensators (STATCOMs)
and microgrid interlinking converters [4]. In order to reduce the
harmonics generated by the power electronic converters,
inductor-capacitor (LC) or inductor-capacitor-inductor (LCL)
filters are commonly used to mitigate the high-frequency
harmonics orders. However, non-linear loads exhibit different
behaviours. They demand harmonics that are supposed to be
generated by the utility grid. Although the loads could operate
normally in this way, the distorted network current increases the
total harmonics distortion (THD) of the grid voltage and current.
This leads to extra power loss and may harm some installed
equipment. Therefore, it is necessary to keep the THD level
within an acceptable range based on the grid standards.
According to IEEE standard 1547 or Australian standard 4777,
the total current distortion should be less than 5% [5, 6].
With the widespread of microgrid application and the
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increasing demand for harmonics suppression, it is possible to
combine the two concepts together in order to build a microgrid
with harmonics rejection function for the utility network. In this
case, the microgrid shall be able to achieve the energy-saving and
power quality improvement for the grid simultaneously without
introducing other types of equipment or elements.
B. Literature Review
The most commonly used solution to suppress the harmonics
of the grid is to utilise active power filter (APF) near to the loads.
APF is a shunt-connected power electronic device, which can
generate the opposite harmonics to the grid and cancel the
distortions of the grid-side current. An APF includes an outer
harmonics detection control algorithm, which operates in timedomain or frequency-domain to extract the harmonics and
generates reference signals for the inner current control loop.
APF is used in the control system of single-phase converters
used for interconnection of distributed generation (DG) units in
[7, 8]. In [9], a voltage-control based harmonics rejection method
is integrated with a photovoltaic (PV) interfacing inverter, which
utilises the inverter as a virtual harmonic resistance to damp the
harmonics orders. Authors in [10, 11] introduced the support
vector machine method for low-order harmonics mitigation. In
[12], a current-control based harmonics detection method is used
in the control system of a PV inverter to compensate for the
specific order of harmonics as well as to generate active power,
which is originated from the PV panel. These control strategies
compensate for the specific orders of harmonics (mainly loworder harmonics), which complicates the calculation and the
implementation. It is commonly recommended to apply a simple
and robust current loop for the removal of the low-order
harmonics [13]. The complexity feature of the aforementioned
control methods may affect the robustness of the whole system to
a great extent.
Various frequency-domain and time-domain harmonics
detection methods are reviewed in [14, 15]. Among those
techniques for single-phase applications, the second-order notchfilter equivalent methods have shown robustness, lowcomputation and simplicity for implementation [16]. The
stationary reference frame (SRF) harmonics generation and the
second-order generalised integrator (SOGI) are the most popular
notch-filter equivalent methods, which are well-suited for
industrial applications [17]. However, the main drawbacks of
these methods are their non-sufficient harmonics rejection
characteristic and dynamic response. To overcome these
problems, an enhanced adaptive filter (EAF) is proposed in [18]
in the design of an orthogonal signal generator (OSG) for a
single-phase converter. The EAF method shows higher
disturbance rejection capability and quicker response than the
notch-filter equivalent methods (i.e. SOGI and SRF) by taking
advantage of its third-order transfer function. Nevertheless, all
these methods mainly focus on single-phase applications, where
unlike the three-phase applications; the voltage and the current
are not vulnerably exposed to unbalanced conditions.
Among the three-phase APFs for microgrids, authors in [19]
build a hierarchical control system for the grid-connected
microgrid to improve the power quality of the network. This work
mainly aims to optimise the harmonics caused by the unbalanced

voltage scenario, which occurs between the distorted grid and the
microgrid due to the droop control characteristic. However,
dealing with the harmonics caused by the non-linear loads is not
addressed in this research. The non-linear loads' impact on the
grid is as serious as the microgrid side. Authors in [20, 21]
summarised the load forecasting methods, which present good
direction for non-linear loads' prediction. Such methods could be
utilised to predict the loads' harmonics while with multiple links.
However, in the universal power systems, the demand for realtime control could be fulfilled by the modern measurement
devices (e.g. current sensors). Authors in [22] achieve a current
waveform optimisation within the microgrid system while they
propose an additional APF, operating based on voltage detection
techniques. Although the APF compensates for the harmonics,
the added APF is an additional device, which increases the
complexity, the volume and the cost of the whole microgrid
system. Moreover, the presented APF is designed and tested
when the harmonics of the three phases are at the same level
(balanced harmonics), while in a real application the three phases
might have different THDs named unbalanced harmonics in this
paper. Authors in [23] combine the PV inverter and the APF
together for a three-phase system application. The typical SRF
method is utilised in [23] for harmonics detection. Although the
controller's configuration is simple, however, it can only be
effective to a limited extent due to the inaccuracy of the used lowpass filters. Hamid et al. considered the non-linear loads' effect in
the microgrid power system in [24-26]. The researchers
intelligently proposed a droop control based control strategy for
the microgrid in order to regulate the voltage THD to a low level.
The proposed control method also presents excellent performance
for the unbalanced loads' condition. In addition, the neural
network concept is adopted for harmonics detection. The entire
research work has been improved several times and forms a
mature controller for the microgrid to solve the power quality
issue of the grid side [27]. However, the controller refers to quite
a number of theories and dramatically expands the amount of
calculation. The method is more suitable for a multi-microgrid
system with hierarchical control and grid support requirements.
Authors in [28] propose a three-phase APF including three singlephase full-bridge converters, which are controlled separately. The
proposed APF approach in [28] uses three individual single-phase
control systems to control the current of each phase separately.
As a result, this APF is able to compensate for unbalanced
harmonics of the three phases, but with the expense of extra work
on the controller (three phase-locked-loops, three OSG blocks,
three Įȕdq, three dqĮȕ transformation, etc.) and extra hardware
(12 switches).
According to the reported research work, it is expected to
achieve the harmonics rejection within a microgrid with the
following demands:
x A simple structure of the controller with a good robustness
feature.
x Applicable to a three-phase power system considering
unbalanced harmonics and unbalanced loads cases.
x An independent harmonics rejection function which has no
impact on the bi-directional power management operation
of the microgrid.
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Fig. 1. Three-phase four-wire grid-connected microgrid system with the proposed control strategy.

C. Contribution and Paper Organisation
This paper proposes an advanced three-phase four-wire
microgrid interlinking converter with an upgraded power quality
feature. The proposed harmonics reduction approach is
developed in the context of the method presented in [18] and
utilised for the three-phase four-wire interlinking converter
application. The method introduced in [18] has been utilised for
an ideal single-phase application. Moreover, the areas of the
unbalanced conditions, which are very common in a three-phase
application, is not taken into account. These motivate this paper
to develop and configure this simple and reliable method for a
four-leg split-capacitor topology controlled by dq0
transformation control algorithm. The proposed approach
exhibits higher harmonics rejection capability and better dynamic
response than the notch-filter equivalent methods followed by
more accuracy in compensating both balanced and unbalanced
harmonics. The advantages of the proposed control system are
listed as follows:
x Higher disturbance rejection characteristics than the
conventional notch-filter equivalent methods.
x Better dynamic response than the conventional notch-filter
equivalent methods.
x Higher accuracy in compensating balanced and
unbalanced three-phase harmonics.
The rest of the paper is organised as follows. Section II
presents the microgrid system with the proposed control strategy.
The controller is described and analysed mathematically in detail.
Section III proves the controller's stability according to the root
locus theory. Simulation and experimental results under different
scenarios are provided in Section IV and Section V, respectively,
to show the performance of the proposed controller. Section VI
makes a discussion based on the gathered results. Section VII
summarises the conclusion of the paper and proposes some
expectations for the authors' future work.

II. SYSTEM CONFIGURATION AND PROPOSED CONTROL
STRATEGY

The designed system with its control method is shown in Fig.
1. A battery unit is connected to commercial building loads and a
low-voltage (LV) network through an interlinking converter,
which uses an LC filter. The batteries are energy storages for
managing bidirectional power flow as well as maintaining a
stable direct-current-link (DC-link) voltage. The converter is
designed with a four-arm configuration including three transistorbridge arms and a split-capacitors bridge. The neutral line is
drawn from the midpoint of the split capacitors so that the
converter is able to supply single-phase loads. In addition, such a
configuration physically achieves the three phases decoupling
since each arm can be viewed as a single-phase half-bridge
converter with the combination of the capacitor arm [29].
A. Power Control
As long as the microgrid is connected to the utility network, it
is capable of operating as a slave generator, which follows the
grid frequency and voltage level. A direct-quadrature (dq)
decoupled current controller is used to control the active and
reactive powers.
According to the instantaneous power theory, the active output
power and reactive power meet the following relationship [30]:
ܲ + ܲ = 3/2(ݑௗ ݅ௗ + ݑ ݅ + ݑௗ ݅ௗ + ݑ ݅ )
(1)
൜
ܳ + ܳ = 3/2(ݑ ݅ௗ െ ݑௗ ݅ + ݑ ݅ௗ െ ݑௗ ݅ )
where Pm and Qm are the expected output active and reactive
powers, respectively; Ph and Qh are the active and reactive power
loss caused by harmonics from the load side. Since the reference
frame is synchronised with the utility network, uoq becomes zero
[31]. As a result, (1) can be rewritten as:
ܲ + ܲ = 3ݑௗ ݅ௗ /2 + 3ݑௗ ݅ௗ /2
൜
(2)
ܳ + ܳ = െ3ݑௗ ݅ /2 െ 3ݑௗ ݅ /2
Therefore, it is possible to control the power outputs by setting
the references Pref for active power and Qref for reactive power at
the expected values. However, the harmonics power loss is
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unpredictable and cannot be determined through the setting. As a
consequence, the reference current in the rotating coordination
can be expressed as follows:
כ
+ ݅ௗ = 2ܲ /3ݑௗ + ݅ௗ
݅ௗ݅ = כௗ
(3)
ቊכ
כ
݅ = ݅ + ݅ = െ2ܳ /3ݑௗ + ݅
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݅ (ܭ = )ݐଵ ( )ݐsin(߱ )ݐ+ ܭଶ ( )ݐcos(߱)ݐ
where K1(t) and K2(t) are the constant estimations for the sine and
cosine terms. Ȧ is the angular frequency of the grid voltage. Since
the detection is for a three-phase system, the harmonic currents
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B. Conventional Notch-Filter Equivalent Harmonics Reduction
Methods
As mentioned before, the notch-filter equivalent algorithms
have shown robustness, less computation and simplicity of
implementation, which turn them into reliable alternatives for
industrial APF applications. In this section, two of the wellknown methods, SOGI and SRF are presented.
The control algorithm of SOGI is shown in Fig. 2. The method
includes two integrals, which make the system second-order, and
a gain ݇ that adjusts the trade-off between the dynamic response
and disturbance rejection capability of the SOGI algorithm. The
design details and optimum tuning of the SOGI algorithm is
presented in Section IV-A.
The control algorithm of the SRF method is illustrated in Fig.
3. This method transforms the three-phase alternative current (AC)
waveforms into stationary reference frames (Įȕ). By using bandpass filters, the harmonics are damped in order to generate the
fundamental components (yĮȕ) of the input waveforms uĮȕ.
Although the mathematical calculation and implementation
process of the two methods (i.e. SOGI and SRF) are different,
they exhibit the same notch-filter transfer function as given by
௨(௦)ି௬(௦)
௨(௦)

=

௦ మ ାఠమ

௦ మ ାఠ௦ାఠమ

(4)

where Ȧ is the centre frequency, and k determines the bandwidth
of the notch filter. According to the equation, the following rules
are abided by 1) If k increases, the speed of (4) increases with the
expense of reducing the harmonics reduction feature; 2) On the
other hand, reducing k improves the harmonics reduction feature
while reducing the rapidity. Based on this law, an optimum
design for (4) is to select k = 1.345 according to the analysis in
[18] which concludes that the notch filter exhibits lack of
optimum harmonics reduction and dynamic response (i.e.
overshoot, undershoot and settling time) even at its best tuning (k
= 1.345).
C. Proposed Control System Including the Enhanced
Harmonics Control Strategy
The configuration of the harmonics detection algorithm is
shown in Fig. 1. Taking single-phase current i(t) as an example,
since the current waveform is supposed to follow a sine wave
trend, its fundamental component if(t) can be expressed as [18,

are converted into a diagonal matrix (diag) for calculation
purposes. The fundamental components ifabc(t) of the load
currents ilabc(t) can be expressed as:
ܭଵ ( )ݐsin(߱)ݐ
ܭଶ ( )ݐcos(߱)ݐ
݅ ()ݐ
ۍ
ۍ ې
ې
ଶ
ଶ
݅ ()ݐ = ܭێଵ ( )ݐsin ቀ߱ ݐെ ଷ ߨቁ ۑ+ ܭێଶ ( )ݐcos ቀ߱ ݐെ ଷ ߨቁ(ۑ6)
ێ
ێ ۑ
ۑ
ଶ
ଶ
݅ ()ݐ
ܭۏଵ ( )ݐsin ቀ߱ ݐ+ ଷ ߨቁܭۏ ےଶ ( )ݐcos ቀ߱ ݐ+ ଷ ߨቁے
where K1abc(t) and K2abc(t) are the estimated amplitudes of the sine
and cosine terms. The Gradient Descent method is utilised to
determine K1abc(t) and K2abc(t) [32]. Therefore, K1abc(t) and K2abc(t)
are obtained from the following equations:
sin(߱)ݐ
ሶ
ܭଵ ()ݐ
ۍ
ې
0
0
݅ ()ݐ
ଶ
ሶ ൪ = ߤଵ  0
݅ ()ݐ
0  ێsin ቀ߱ ݐെ ଷ ߨቁ( ۑ7a)
൦ܭଵ ()ݐ
0
0
݅ (ێ )ݐsin ቀ߱ ݐ+ ଶ ߨቁۑ
ሶ
ܭଵ ()ݐ
ے
ۏ
ଷ
cos(߱)ݐ
ሶ
ܭଶ ()ݐ
ۍ
ې
0
0
݅ ()ݐ
ଶ
ሶ
݅ ()ݐ
0  ێcos ቀ߱ ݐെ ଷ ߨቁ(ۑ7b)
൦ܭଶ ()ݐ൪ = ߤଶ  0
0
0
݅ (ێ )ݐcos ቀ߱ ݐ+ ଶ ߨቁۑ
ሶ
ܭଶ ()ݐ
ے
ۏ
ଷ
where ihabc(t) is the difference between ilabc(t) and ifabc(t) and
represents for all-order harmonics of phases; and P=ȝ1=ȝ2 is the
learning rate of the algorithm. By applying the algorithm to the
three phases, the three-phase harmonics ihabc can be detected.
This method, which has a simple structure, is a third-order
system with a transfer function, representing for one phase, as
given by
ೌ (௦)
ೌ (௦)

=

൫௦ మ ାఠమ ൯
భ
௦ మ ା(భశೞ)ఓ௦ାఠమ

(8)

where P estimates the bandwidth of the proposed method and T
is the time constant of the low pass filter. The proposed method
can be designed with either a fixed or an adaptive frequency by
receiving the measured frequency from the existing phase-locked
loop (PLL). Similar to the notch-filter equivalent SOGI method,
the proposed method is simple in structure; thus, it is easy to
implement on non-advanced microcontrollers. However,
compared with the notch-filter based methods, the proposed
method exhibits a better dynamic response (less settling time) as
well as a higher disturbance rejection capability, which is
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validated through the bode-plots in Fig. 4.
As Fig. 4 shows, using the optimum design for the transfer
functions of the proposed method (P = 314.1, T = 1.44*10-3) and
the notch-filter transfer function (k = 1.345) according to [18], the
proposed system exhibits a narrower area near the centre
frequency f = 314.15 rad/s, which validates the higher harmonics
reduction capability particularly at 3rd, 5th and 7th order harmonics.
Since the current controller is conducted under the rotating
reference frame system, it is compulsory to convert the threephase harmonics into dq0 components in order to participate in
the current control process. The common derived differentialalgebraic equations for the current controller are given as follows
[33]:
כ
െ ݅ௗ
ߛௗሶ = ݅ௗ
כ
ቐ ߛሶ = ݅ െ ݅
(9)
ߛሶ = 0 െ ݅
כ
= ݒௗ + ܭ ߛௗሶ + ܭ ߛௗ െ ߱ܮ ݅
ݒௗ
כ
ݒ
(10)
ቐ  = ݒ + ܭ ߛሶ + ܭ ߛ + ߱ܮ ݅ௗ
כ
ݒ
= ݒ + +ܭ ߛሶ + ܭ ߛ
where ߛௗሶ and ߛሶ are the state variables corresponding to the
current control proportional-integral (PI) controller; Kpc and Kic
כ
are the proportional and the integral gains respectively; and ݒௗ
,
כ
כ
ݒ and ݒ are the reference signals for the sinusoidal pulse
width modulation (SPWM) generator. By using the current
controller, the dq0 output current components iod, ioq and io0 will
follow the reference values to control the output powers.
According to (9), the reference current is from the power control
while the harmonics compensation is not taken into consideration.
By modifying the reference current from the power control only
to the power control with harmonics compensation, the
converter's output current shall possess the ability to compensate
the harmonics as well as to generate power to the grid. Thus,
through considering the harmonics components ihd, ihq and ih0, (9)
can be revised as:
כ
+ ݅ௗ െ ݅ௗ
ߛௗሶ = ݅ௗ כെ ݅ௗ = ݅ௗ
כ
כ
ቐ ߛሶ = ݅ െ ݅ = ݅ + ݅ െ ݅
(11)
ߛሶ = ݅ െ ݅
The reference output signals in the dq0 frames need to be
reversely converted into the three-phase stationary coordinate
system for the SPWM. As a result, each arm of the interlinking
converter can be controlled separately to satisfy the power
demand and harmonics compensation in each phase.
The proposed harmonics detection algorithm incorporated with
the dq0 control strategy and the split-capacitor topology is able to
achieve a high-accuracy compensation for balanced and
unbalanced harmonics with different levels. The converter is
designed as a four-leg converter. The three transistor-arm bridges
are connected to the three-phase ac power system for power
exchange. The fourth leg uses split-capacitor leg instead of
transistor leg for the neutral power point utilisation. Since the
split-capacitor leg provides the path for the energy to flow for all
the three phases, each leg of the converter becomes an
independent single-phase half-bridge converter [28]. Therefore,
each leg is able to generate independent current output without
causing any effect on the other phases. For the unbalanced case,
including unbalanced loads and/or unbalanced harmonics, the

proposed system shall be able to fulfil the supply requirement.
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Fig. 5. Block diagram of the controller and plant in dq frame.

III. CONTROLLER STABILITY ANALYSIS
In this section, the stability of the proposed control strategy is
analysed based on root locus theory. As described in Section II,
the transfer function of the proposed enhanced harmonics
controller GEHC(s) is given by
൫௦ మ ାఠమ ൯

0

ۍ௦మ ା భ ఓೌ௦ାఠమ
( ێభశೞ)
ێ
0
ܩEHC (ێ = )ݏ
ێ
ێ
0
ۏ

0

൫௦ మ ାఠమ ൯
భ

௦ మ ା(భశೞ)ఓ್ ௦ାఠమ

0

ې
ۑ
ۑ
0
(ۑ12)
ۑ
మ
మ
൫௦ ାఠ ൯
ۑ
భ
మ
మ
௦ ା(భశೞ)ఓ ௦ାఠ ے

Since the harmonics references should be transformed from the
three-dimensional stationary coordinate system to the twodimensional rotating system through Clarke transformation, the
transfer functions of the transformation can be represented by
௦
ଶ

ܩ_ௗ ( = )ݏ൦
ଷ

௦ మ ାఠమ

െ

െ

௦ିξଷఠ
ଶ(௦ మ ାఠమ )

െ

௦ାξଷఠ
ଶ(௦ మ ାఠమ )

ఠ

ξଷ௦ାఠ

ξଷ௦ିఠ

௦ మ ାఠమ

ଶ(௦ మ ାఠమ )

ଶ(௦ మ ାఠమ )

൪

(13)

The system in this paper employs LC filter. Therefore, the LC
filter's transfer function is given by 1/ܩ ( = )ݏ1/( ݏܥܮଶ +  ݏܮ+
1). Accordingly, the controllers and plant are shown in Fig. 5.
GPI(s) is the transfer function of the PI controller given by
ܩPI (ܭ = )ݏ + ܭ /ݏ. From Fig. 5, the transfer function between
the input currents and the output currents can be represented as:
݅ௗ ()ݏ
ீ (௦)
×

൨ = {[ீ (௦)ାீ PI(௦)]మ
ା(ఠ)మ }
݅ ()ݏ
ಽ
PI
݅ௗ ()ݏ
 )ݏ( ܩ+ ܩPI ()ݏ
െ߱ܮ
 
൨ (14)
൨×
݅ ()ݏ
߱ܮ
ܩ ( )ݏ+ ܩPI ()ݏ
݅ௗ ()ݏ
݅  )ݏ( כ+ ݅ௗ ()ݏ
where 
൨ =  ௗ
൨. For the convenience of the
כ
݅ ()ݏ
݅
( )ݏ+ ݅ ()ݏ
analysis, ܩ1 ( )ݏand ܩ2 ( )ݏare given by
ீ (௦)[ீ

ቐ

(௦)ାீ (௦)]

ܩ1 ( ீ[ = )ݏPI (௦)ାீಽ (௦)]మ PI
ಽ

ܩ2 (ீ[ = )ݏ

PI

ା(ఠ)మ

ఠீPI (௦)
మ
మ
ಽ (௦)ାீPI (௦)] ା(ఠ)

(15)

By substituting ܩPI ( )ݏand (15) into (14), a simplified expression
is calculated as
כ
()ݏ
݅ௗ ()ݏ
 )ݏ( ܩെܩ2 (݅ )ݏௗ
൨= 1
൨+

൨ כ
݅
()ݏ
݅ ()ݏ
ܩ2 (ܩ )ݏ1 ()ݏ

݅
ܩ1 ( )ݏെܩ2 ()ݏ
݅
(ܩ)ݏ
()ݏ
  ൩
(16)

൨ ܩ_ௗ
EHC
ܩ2 (ܩ )ݏ1 ()ݏ
݅
Five inputs are participating in the calculation of each current
component output. The former part stands for the current
controller and plant, which has been widely proved to be stable.
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(a)

(a)

(b)

(b)

Fig. 6. Root lotus for the ila transfer functions a) corresponding to iod, b)
corresponding to ioq.

The latter part represents the proposed harmonics controller
combining with the inner current controller and plant. Since
Gabc_dq(s) and GEHC(s) are constant in the system, once G1(s) and
G2(s) are determined to be steady, the latter part should be stable.
By taking ila, ilb and ilc as zero respectively, we can get the transfer
functions corresponding to each output. In this case, the root
locus for the ila transfer functions corresponding to iod and ioq are
shown in Fig. 6(a) and Fig. 6(b), respectively. As shown in Fig.
6, all the poles are on the left side of the vertical axis as the Kp
and Ki increase from 1 to 1000. The transfer functions of ilb and
ilc can also be validated to be stable in this way, which are not
covered due to the content repetition. As a result, the transfer
functions are stable for all the positive Kp and Ki values according
to the poles changing trends appeared in the figures. Thus,
according to the superposition theorem, the system is stable for
all the positive Kp and Ki values.
IV. SIMULATION RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
In this section, the performance of the designed microgrid
interlinking system with its advanced power quality improvement
feature is evaluated through the simulations conducted in
MATLAB/Simulink under different cases. The simulation model
is based on a microgrid system with the parameters summarised
in Table I.
A. Performance Evaluation of the Proposed Harmonics
Reduction
The aim of this case study is to verify the superior performance
of the proposed system. At the same time, it is compared with the
conventional notch-filter equivalent techniques (i.e. SOGI and
SRF). The proposed and conventional methods are designed with

(c)

Fig. 7. a) Fundamental component generated by the conventional notch-filter
based methods, b) Fundamental component generated by the proposed
harmonics reduction method, c) FFT analysis comparison between by the
conventional NF and proposed NF.
TABLE I. SIMULATION PARAMETERS OF THE PROPOSED SYSTEM
System Parameter
Value
Control Parameter
Value
Nominal DC Voltage
800V
Kp
2.5
AC Ph-Ph Voltage
420V
Ki
5
Loads
95kW/54kVar
L
1mH
Switching Frequency 10kHz
C
1 mF
Frequency
50Hz

the gains P = 314.1, T = 1.44*10-3 for the proposed algorithm and
k = 1 for the conventional notch-filter based techniques. In order
to validate the better dynamic response and harmonics reduction
capability of the proposed method, the conventional method is
designed with a gain value of k slightly less than its optimum
design (k = 1.345). This design compared with the optimum
design is supposed to exhibit better harmonics reduction
capability for the conventional method. Following that the
conventional system is supposed to achieve better harmonics
reduction capability than its rapidity. However, as the results in
Fig. 7 show, the THD of the fundamental component in Fig. 7 (a)
generated by the conventional method is higher than the THD of
the fundamental component in Fig. 7 (b) using the proposed
method.
Moreover, according to the results, the settling time using the
proposed system is 0.015 s, while it is 0.025 s when the
conventional notch-filter based algorithms are utilised. As
aforementioned in Section II-C, although the settling time of the
notch-filter method can be reduced via increasing the gain ݇, this
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(a)
(a)

(b)

Fig. 9 Three-phase grid currents a) without compensation b) with compensation.

(a)
(b)

(b)
Fig. 10. Harmonics tracking performance (a) proposed three-arm inverter with
split-capacitor arm (b) conventional three-arm inverter.

(c)

Fig. 8. a) Grid-side current while the conventional notch-filter based methods
are used, b) Grid-side current while the proposed method is used, c) FFT
analysis comparison between by the conventional NF and proposed NF.

is not desired, since it will worsen the harmonics reduction
capability of the algorithm. As a consequence, the harmonics
rejection feature of the proposed method is significantly better
than the harmonics reduction characteristic of the conventional
method at any design, including its optimum design. The results
of this test, which validate the bode-plot analysis in Fig. 4, verify
both better dynamic response and the harmonics reduction feature
of the proposed method. Fig. 7 (c) compares the THD of the
generated fundamental component, 1.78%, which exhibits
around 40% times lower than the response of the notch filterbased conventional methods.
Fig. 8 (a) shows the quality of the grid-side current when the
notch-filter based methods are used in the control system of the
microgrid interlinking converter. As can be seen in Fig. 8 (c), the
THD of the grid-side current is 3.2%. However, using the
proposed system, the THD is reduced to 1.8%. The improved
dynamic response of the proposed system can also be validated
from the results in Fig. 8 (b). The settling time is around 0.015 s
which is less than the 0.025 s in Fig. 8 (a).
For the sake of comparison in the rest of the analysis of this
paper, the conventional notch-filter based methods are designed
to achieve their optimum performance (k = 1.345).
B. Harmonics Reduction when the Harmonics are Balanced and
the Loads are Unbalanced
The objective of this case study is to validate the harmonics
reduction performance of the proposed system when the threephase loads are unbalanced, but the harmonics of the phases are

balanced. In Fig. 9 (a), the microgrid interlinking converter is in
stand-by mode. In Fig. 9 (b), the proposed harmonics controller
is activated, and the current harmonics are minimised without
affecting the amplitudes of the phases.
Fig. 10 shows the accuracy of the proposed system compared
with the conventional systems. In Fig. 10 (a), using the proposed
control system, the output current of the converter can precisely
track the harmonic reference signal, whereas using the
conventional system in Fig. 10 (b), the outputs of the three phases
influence each other making the converter's output exhibit low
accuracy to follow the reference. The main reason that the system
could achieve better harmonics tracking performance is that the
converter is designed as a four-leg converter for the three singlephase loads supply. The three transistor-arm-based bridges are
connected to the three-phase ac power system for power
exchange. The fourth leg uses a split-capacitor leg instead of
transistor leg for the neutral inductor utilisation. Since the splitcapacitor leg provides the path for the energy flow for all the three
phases, each leg of the converter becomes an independent singlephase half-bridge converter. Therefore, each leg is able to
generate independent current output without interfering the other
phases. This result validates the higher accuracy of the proposed
system in compensating for balanced and unbalanced harmonics
levels.
C. Harmonics Reduction when the Harmonics are Balanced and
Unbalanced
This test aims to validate the harmonics reduction performance
of the proposed system when the three-phase loads are balanced,
but the harmonics are conducted balanced and unbalanced
separately. In Fig. 11 (a), the three-phase grid currents are
distorted with the balanced harmonics, which are shown on the
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(a)

(b)
Fig. 13. Reactive power compensation.

(c)

(d)

Fig. 14. Active power generation.

(e)

(f)

Fig. 11. Three-phase grid currents (a) balanced harmonics without compensation
(b) unbalanced harmonics without compensation (c) balanced harmonics with
proposed compensation (d) unbalanced harmonics with proposed compensation
(e) balanced harmonics with conventional compensation (f) unbalanced
harmonics with conventional compensation.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 12. Grid side harmonic currents (a) balanced harmonics (b) unbalanced
harmonics.
TABLE II. TOTAL HARMONICS DISTORTION OF EACH PHASE
THD with
THD with
THD without
Case
Phase
conventional
proposed
compensation
compensation compensation
A
16.25%
1.80%
4.09%
Balanced
B
16.33%
1.85%
3.28%
Harmonics
C
16.38%
1.88%
4.31%
2.53%
5.20%
A
20.07%
Unbalanced
B
11.15%
1.34%
2.79%
Harmonics
2.30%
4.98%
C
18.58%

grid-side currents in Fig. 12 (a). In Fig. 11 (b), the three-phase
grid currents waveforms are distorted with the unbalanced
harmonics, which can be seen in Fig. 12 (b). The proposed system
precisely compensates both balanced and unbalanced cases, as
shown in Fig. 11 (c) and 11 (d), respectively. However, the
conventional approach shows mal-operation in balancing the
loads, as shown in Fig. 11 (e) and particularly in Fig. 11 (f). In
Table II, the THDs of the three-phase currents are listed before
and after harmonics compensation. The results indicate the higher
accuracy of harmonics reduction performance using the proposed
system.

Fig. 15. Single-phase grid current variation due to the active power generation
change of the microgrid.

D. Harmonics Reduction with Power Management
In this case study, the operation of the microgrid to supply the
simultaneous functions of harmonics reduction and power flow
management is tested and verified. Fig. 13 shows the
performance when the microgrid starts to compensate reactive
power to the grid. The phase angle difference between the grid
voltage and the grid current in Phase A is eliminated due to the
reactive power compensation. In the context, the grid current
amplitude also decreases since the reactive current is completely
supported by the microgrid. In the meantime, the microgrid is still
compensating the harmonics demanded by the loads.
Fig. 14 shows the active power generation performance from
0.8 s to 2 s. As long as the microgrid starts to output active power,
the grid generation decreases so that the energy-saving function
is achieved in this way. At 1.5 s there is a requirement for
charging the battery; thus, the microgrid will draw active power
from the grid. Therefore, the direction of the power changes from
positive to negative. Fig. 15 shows the grid voltage and current
waveforms during the same time span as Fig. 14. The current is
synchronised with the voltage as a sine waveform which means
that while the microgrid manages the active power flow, it is able
to compensate the reactive power and harmonics simultaneously.
The simulation results perfectly demonstrate the simultaneous
integration of the bidirectional power management, reactive
power compensation and the harmonics reduction functions.
V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A lab-scale grid-connected microgrid system with the battery
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c
a

d

b
e

f

Fig. 16. Grid-connected microgrid system hardware configuration (a) batteries
(b) Smart converter (c) Single-phase programmable loads (d) Transformer (e)
DSP controller (f) Sensors and filter.
(a)

(a)

(b)

Fig. 17. Single-phase grid current (a) before compensation (b) after
compensation.

and smart inverter is developed, as shown in Fig. 16. Four Kokam
batteries, which can offer a total output of 200 V DC voltage, are
used. Three Ametek programmable single-phase loads are
utilised to provide different load cases and harmonics levels for
the testing. A modified four-leg SEMIKRON-IGBT inverter is
utilised as the interlinking converter. The control strategy is
implemented on a TMS320F28377 DSP based controller through
C-language programming. A step-down transformer is utilised to
decrease the ac RMS voltage from 420 V to 85 V for experimental
testing. The tests are conducted under different cases of balanced
and unbalanced harmonics and loads.
A. Single-Phase Harmonics Reduction with Balanced Loads
In this test, Phase A is distorted while the other phases (Phase
B and Phase C) do not include harmonics. As shown in Fig. 17
(a), the load current ila in Phase A contains a THD of 31.3%. The
three-phase loads demand 3×147 W. With the proposed
harmonics compensation, as shown in Fig. 17 (b), the THD of the
grid current iga on Phase A is reduced to 4.45%. This is basically
an unbalanced harmonics case in which Phase B and C are not
distorted. The grid and the load current of Phase B are also shown
for comparison.
B. Double-Phase Unbalanced Harmonics Reduction with
Balanced Loads
As shown in Fig. 18(a), both load currents of Phase A and B

(b)

(c)

Fig. 18. Double-phase grid current with different degree of distortion (a) before
compensation (b) compensation with conventional method (c) compensation
with the proposed method.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 19. Three-phase grid current under unbalanced loads condition (a) before
compensation (b) after compensation.

include different THDs of 21.4% and 36.2% respectively. The
grid currents also follow the same THD to meet the load demands.
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As can be seen in Fig. 18(b), using the conventional method, the
harmonics cannot be removed properly. However, with the
proposed harmonics compensation in Fig. 18(c), the THD of both
phases are reduced to 4.1% and 4.5%, which indicates the
compensation for each phase separately without causing any
effect on the other phases.
C. Three-Phase Balanced Harmonics Reduction with
Unbalanced Loads
This test aims to show the compensation performance under
the balanced harmonics and unbalanced loads condition. In this
experiment, the loads in Phase A, Phase B and Phase C are 98 W,
147 W and 196 W respectively. The loads are unbalanced while
having the same THD of 31.5% as shown in Fig. 19(a). The
proposed system is capable of compensating the harmonics in this
case, as shown in Fig. 19 (b). The THDs of grid currents after the
compensation are 3.9%, 4.1%, 4.9%. Compared to the other two
phases, the grid current in Phase C is much smaller due to the load
demand. In this case, any noise from the equipment or the grid,
even with a small amplitude, could occupy a considerable
percentage of the grid current. Therefore, the THD is slightly
higher in Phase C, which is because of the inevitable high
distortion of a low-current waveform. From the results, it is
concluded that the proposed system is robust against changing the
load and the harmonics in different phases.
VI. DISCUSSIONS
The objective of the presented work is to propose an enhanced
harmonics rejection feature-based control method for a gridconnected microgrid system to achieve the power quality
improvement of the grid as well as to exchange the power with
the utility network. The correctness of the research is validated
through simulations in MATLAB/Simulink environment and
through experiment based on a real microgrid testing benchtop
under unbalanced loads and unbalanced harmonics cases.
Although the experimental investigation is conducted in a labscale level, the proposed method could be further applied to
higher-level power systems.
VII. CONCLUSION
This paper proposes an enhanced control system for a gridconnected three-phase four-wire microgrid interlinking converter.
The proposed system exhibits superior performance than the
well-known notch-filter equivalent methods in terms of i)
improved harmonics rejection characteristic by around 40%, ii)
better dynamic response by approximately 50%, and iii) higher
accuracy in compensating balanced and unbalanced harmonics
level. The proposed harmonics detection method is incorporated
with a split-capacitor based four-leg inverter controlled by a dq0
current control strategy. The system is simple to implement and
stable in operation. The effectiveness and better performance of
the proposed system are validated through simulation and
experimental results. Although the proposed control strategy is
proved to be effective, the distortion factor from the source side
is not considered. Therefore, the proposed controller application
is limited, considering the source performance, which leads to a
future direction of this research. In addition, the controller is
tested at a laboratory level. The next step of this research is to

apply the proposed method on an industrial microgrid with more
and different sources, loads and disturbances.
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